Lowrance elite 5 chirp wiring diagram

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. Lowrance Elite 5 Wiring Diagram show the circuit flow with its impression
rather than a genuine representation. They only provide general information and cannot be used
to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get
presented with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and
horizontal lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its
wires. A represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the
picture with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Lowrance Elite 5
Wiring Diagram The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing
electrical circuits and implementing them. ITAccademia degli archi. ITPulizia Sconfinata. How to
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Lowrance Elite-3x Operation Manual 13 pages. Page 4: Installation Installation Elite Series
Installation This document covers the installation of the transducer and display unit installation,
which includes connecting the unit to power and installing the unit on the bracket mount. Make
sure you read all the installation instructions before drilling holes in your vessel. Page 5
Installation A. Select a transducer location Good locations To function properly the Skimmer
transducer must be in the water at all times and in a location that has a smooth flow of water
when the boat is moving. If the transducer is not placed in a smooth flow of water, interference
caused by bubbles and turbulence may show on-screen as random lines or dots. Page 6
Installation Slide the transducer into the bracket and temporarily slide the bolt through the

transducer bracket. Hold the transducer assembly against the transom. Look at the transducer
from the side. If the transducer can not be adjusted so its face is parallel to the ground, remove
the transducer and ratchets from the bracket. Page 7 Installation D. Attaching the Transducer to
the Transom Transom Adjust the transducer so its face is parallel with the ground and its center
line is even with the bottom of the boat hull. Hold the transducer and bracket assembly against
the transom. Page 8 Installation Shoot-thru-hull Skimmer and Pod transducer installation Before
attempting any installation on boats with flotation material sandwiched within the hull, consult
the boat manufacturer. In a shoot-thru-hull installation the transducer is epoxied to the inside of
the boat hull. A transducer can not shoot through wood or metal hulls. Wood and metal hulls
require either a transom mount or thru-hull installation. Page 9 Installation To use
shoot-thru-hull installation: Sand the inside surface of the hull, where the transducer is to be
epoxied, and the face of the transducer. Sand the hull until it is smooth to the touch. The TMB-S
bracket is used to attach a one-piece bracket skimmer transducer to a trolling motor. Page 11
Installation Tighten the adjustable strap Adjustable strap securely to the trolling motor. Plastic
ties not Make sure there is enough slack included in the transducer cable for the trolling motor
to turn freely. Transducer cable Mounting display unit Before mounting the display unit mount,
make sure there is nothing in the area that will obstruct the display unit when it is installed on
the bracket. Page To Install Bracket Mount Installation To install bracket mount: Place the
bracket on the desired mounting surface and mark the four mounting holes. Drill pilot holes for
the four mounting holes. Sonar Page Sonar menu Elite 5 only Chart or sonar menu will appear
Pages menu depending on which panel is Page context menus active. Scrollbars Settings menu
Select the scrollbar and press Accessing menu items the keypad left decrease or right increase.
Page Fishing Mode Elite 5 Only Basic Operation Entering text Exiting menus Some functions,
like naming a waypoint, route or If a screen or menu has an exit option Close, Return trail, will
require you to input text. Chart pages. To select overlay data: From a sonar or chart page, press
MEnU. Overlay data and press EnTER. Page Sonar Operation: Elite 5 Sonar Operation: Elite 5
Using your Sonar Blue sonar history bar Cursor This section covers sonar operation, which
includes viewing sonar history and using sonar menus, con- text menus and submenus.
Information is arranged in the same order as the menus. Move the blue sonar history bar all the
way to the right to resume normal sonar scrolling. Page Depth Range Sonar Operation: Elite 5
Auto Sensitivity Keeps sensitivity at a level that works will under most conditions, reducing the
needs for adjustments. Auto Sensitivity is turned on by default. Custom range menu Sonar
Options menu Accesses sonar display settings Frequency and configuration options. Controls
the transducer frequency used by the unit. This unit supports two frequencies: kHz and 83kHz.
Page Sonar Operation Sonar Operation Color Ice Mode Allow you to change the look of the
display Turns on a package of sonar settings that enhance using palettes with varying degrees
of color and the performance of your unit when ice fishing. Stop Sonar Pauses the sonar chart,
allowing you to get a closer look at sonar echoes. Page Chart Operation Chart Operation Using
your Chart This section covers chart operation, which includes New waypoint saving, loading
and navigating, waypoints, routes and trails and using chart menus, context menus and
Waypoints, submenus. Press MEnU and select Add to end to add another waypoint to the route.
The chart screen will appear. Move the cursor to the desired location. Press Menu from the
chart screen. Use the keypad to highlight the Trails tab to access the Trails screen. The Edit You
can also convert a trail into a route from the Edit Trail menu will appear. Settings accesses the
Settings menu, but a route, which allows you to will only be shown on the map when the unit is
in navigate a selected trail. Page Settings Menu Settings Settings Menu System Accesses to
installation and configuration settings Adjusts unit settings like language, mute audio and for
your unit. Transducer Keel Keel Offset If, for example, the keel is 3. Arrival, Allows you to sel
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ect the unit of measure for Distance, Off Course and Anchor alarms are only available in Speed,
Depth and Temperature, when the unit is in Advanced mode. Advanced mode. Page 46 liable for
loss of revenue or profits, failure to realize savings or other benefits, or any other This License
Agreement will terminate immediately without prior notice from us if you fail to comply with or
violate any of the provisions of this Agreement. Upon termina- special, incidental or
consequential damages caused by the use, misuse or inability to use tion, you will promptly
return all products containing one or more Databases to us. To order Lowrance accessories,
please contact: 1 Your local marine dealer or consumer electronics store. To locate a Lowrance
dealer, visit the web site, Page 52 Visit our website: This manual is also suitable for: Elite 5m
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